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Gareau, Lauren (RIDOH - Contractor)

From: Erika Hart <poof187@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 6, 2020 11:51 AM
To: Pullano, Paula (RIDOH)
Subject: [EXTERNAL] : public comment on proposed RI flavored vape ban

My name is Erika Hart and I am a 41-year-old former cigarette smoker.  Nearly 6 years ago I switched to e-
cigarettes - within 3 days I was smoking exclusively 0% nicotine juice, and by 6 months later I had quit vaping 
entirely - but this would not have been possible without flavors.  I would like to remind the lawmakers that e-
cigarettes DO in fact help adults quit smoking, that flavors are appealing to EVERYONE (not just teenagers), 
and I would also like to shed light on and question the law’s impact on the NEVER publicly discussed concepts 
of nicotine-FREE and UN-flavored vape juice. 
  
First of all, let’s acknowledge why teenagers start smoking in the first place – usually because they think it 
makes them look “cool” or to fit in with their friends.  It’s not because they enjoy the taste of tobacco or need 
the nicotine; these come only after years of smoking cigarettes (if ever).  Is anyone really surprised that teen 
smokers prefer to vape flavors than to smoke traditional cigarettes?  We all would have chosen flavors if we’d 
had that choice when we started smoking!  Cigarettes are smelly and gross tasting, but eventually you stop 
noticing.  Flavors never have been, and never will be, the motivation behind WHY teenagers start smoking.  If 
flavor was the goal, a lollipop would do the trick. 

Like most teenagers, I started smoking cigarettes because I thought it made me look cool.  I started smoking 
“Lights”, and once they became available I switched to “Ultra Lights”.  We’d always hear the warnings that 
Lights and Ultra Lights weren’t any less dangerous than the full-flavored cigarettes, but that the main 
difference was in the “flavor” (although Ultra Lights in particular do have much lower nicotine and tar counts if 
you care to check that data).  Well I certainly never smoked for the flavor, and I always contended that it 
wasn’t even the nicotine that kept me smoking for over 15 years – it was the manual/oral behavioral aspect 
that was most satisfying to me personally (the habit). 
  
I remember wondering when I was a teenager, if it’s the tar and the nicotine and the 1000 other chemicals 
that make a cigarette so dangerous, why don’t they just make one without all that stuff?  Well in 2014 I 
discovered that e-cigarettes were available without any nicotine in them, and they obviously also lack the 
tar.  I was willing to trade the other 1000 unknown dangerous chemicals for a different unstudied set, and 
with that came the added benefit of tasty flavors! 
  
Unfortunately, the city of Providence already had a ban on flavored e-cigarettes, so the starter-kit that I 
ordered online refused to send it with anything other than the tobacco or menthol flavors.  I had never been a 
fan of the overwhelming taste of menthol cigarettes, so I ordered the tobacco flavor.  Oh man, never have I 
more understood what they meant when they said “full flavored cigarettes” than when I tasted that tobacco 
flavored cartridge!  I imagine it was so much worse than the menthol could have been (which is at least minty 
in its overwhelming of the taste buds).  That tobacco flavor was what I would characterize as DISGUSTING.  As 
it turns out, that while e-cigarettes come in a variety of different nicotine levels (including none), they only 
have one level of “tobacco flavor” - and it sure wasn’t anything like the Ultra Light cigarettes that I was used to 
smoking (which people routinely referred to as like “smoking air”). 
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So I watched an online tutorial on how to turn my prefilled cartridges into something I could refill, and drove 
on over to Cranston to pick up some flavored e-juice.  I bought one bottle with the lowest level of nicotine 
available (just in case I needed it after all), and another bottle without any nicotine in it.  Well I still have in a 
drawer somewhere 90% of that nicotine-based bottle, along with some of the unused pre-filled tobacco 
flavored cartridges that came with my starter kit. 
  
I didn’t touch a real cigarette for a year and a half after day 1 of switching, and since that 1-month relapse, I 
haven’t touched one in 4 years.  The smell makes me sick now and the taste makes me vomit.  Since the 3rd 
day after I switched to e-cigarettes, I’ve exclusively used nicotine-free juice whenever vaping.  Within a few 
weeks, I had switched to a more convenient system designed to be refillable, and much to my own surprise, 
after about 6 months I found that I had pretty much lost the habit altogether.  I can’t even remember the last 
time I used it, but I like to keep it around in case I find myself in an anxiety-provoking social situation, in which 
I find the crutch handy.  My flavor of choice is Pineapple - sweet but still fruity. 
  
I understand that I am not average and that my case is not the norm.  But to deny my experience or suggest 
that [flavored] e-cigarettes haven’t helped numerous other adults quit smoking is to deny the facts of 
reality.  Just because they may not successfully help everyone quit smoking, doesn’t mean that credit 
shouldn’t be given for those who they have helped.  Even just 1 former smoker is a good thing - but I know 
that I am not the only one.  Do you really want to ban current cigarette smokers from what just might be their 
best chance of quitting? 
  
Do you know what else would be a denial of the facts of reality?  To use the newfound panic associated with 
vaping-related lung injuries to enact a measure that does NOTHING to prevent them.  Banning desirable 
flavors, while continuing to allow people to vape tobacco or menthol flavored products, will not prevent 
vaping-related lung injuries.  If you truly believe that vaping is dangerous and should be regulated by the FDA, 
then how does only banning the flavors solve anything?  People who currently vape flavors aren’t going to quit 
smoking completely, they’ll just vape whatever’s available, or worse – they’ll go back to smoking traditional 
cigarettes or turn to the far more dangerous black market.  Instead of arbitrarily banning only a portion of the 
problem and therefore solving none of it - please do some actual research, and then test and regulate the 
products to make sure they don’t include Vitamin E and whatever else they decide is causing all the problems. 
  
While the mass lung-injuries in recent news were clearly the stimulus for all the new vaping and flavor bans, 
the logic behind them simply doesn’t hold.  If they were truly about the inherent risks of vaping, then the MA 
full vaping ban would have held in its entirety instead of being replaced by the same non-sensical flavor ban 
that RI is considering.  For example, in the new MA law - flavors are allowed to be consumed on premise at 
smoking bars, but you can’t take any home.  That might prevent someone from buying some extra to give to a 
minor, but it certainly doesn’t make the product any safer when consumed on premise, than if that same 
unfinished product were allowed to be taken home with you.  Product safety is clearly NOT the motivation 
behind these flavor bans, so the stated goals quickly became about curbing the teen vaping epidemic - 
regardless of the effect it will have on adult vapers and law-abiding business owners.  These flavor bans are 
nothing more than the latest war against teen smoking, but teen CIGARETTE smoking has decreased 
dramatically in recent years down to a record-low rate, due directly to the introduction of flavored vape 
products!  How can you not see that this is progress, and that we shouldn’t risk going backward?  We know 
that cigarettes kill, so why push teens back to them before we fully understand what exactly is the problem 
with vapes? 
  
I don’t want to believe that our lawmakers are still in the pockets of the Big Tobacco lobbyists, but I’m finding 
it hard to see any other benefactors from a flavored e-cigarette ban.  Less adults will quit smoking traditional 
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cigarettes.  Some former smokers will return to traditional cigarettes.  And most importantly to the Big 
Tobacco industry, new smokers (teenagers) will no longer have the flavor incentive to choose e-cigarettes over 
traditional cigarettes when they begin smoking.  Flavored vapes don’t target teenagers – they target new 
smokers because cigarettes taste gross (it just so happens that most new smokers are teenagers).  But what 
could be worse for Big Tobacco than no new people starting to smoke traditional cigarettes?  And since they 
themselves have already been banned from producing flavored cigarettes, why wouldn’t they make every 
attempt to ban a competitive product from doing so as well?  My fear is that Big Tobacco has managed to get 
the wool pulled over your eyes, somehow convincing you that a flavor ban will prevent lung injuries and cause 
less teens to start smoking, when in reality it will just push people back to their traditional cigarettes.  The only 
thing a flavor ban would do is give Big Tobacco a new foothold into an industry that they have been losing 
ground in for years.  How can you not see that, and how can you allow that to happen? 
  
It’s naive to think that banning flavored e-cigarettes is going to have ANY effect on the fact that teenagers are 
always going to want to smoke.  Teens smoked before flavors, they will smoke after flavors, and the more you 
try to prevent them from smoking, the more they’re going to want to do it.  It’s kind of like sex in that way - 
not being allowed to do it is half the appeal itself.  But instead of teaching abstinence as the only method of 
birth control and STD avoidance, which doesn’t curb teen pregnancy but instead increases the rate, educating 
teens on how to have safe sex is the more effective approach.  If I were the parent of a teenager, worried that 
my child may be susceptible to the peer pressures of smoking, the first thing I would do is inform them that 
there is a 0% nicotine option available.  It’s a win-win: they get to look cool, their peers don’t even have to 
know that they are using a nicotine-free vape, and they won’t become addicted to nicotine or develop cancer 
from all the tar in cigarettes.  I’m not trying to argue that its completely safe or better than not smoking at all, 
because vaping simply hasn’t been studied long enough to fully understand all the dangers.  But I haven’t seen 
a single shred of evidence to suggest that 0% nicotine vaping is not hand-down the “least” dangerous method 
of smoking currently available. 
  
And yet in all the news segments and articles I have seen or read on the flavor bans, not a single one of them 
has so much as mentioned that such a nicotine-free option exists at all.  In fact, it is quite confusing as to how 
nicotine-free juices are even handled under the current bans.  Has nobody else pointed out that such a 
product exists?  Is it possible that these are inadvertently being included in the bans simply due to a lack of 
awareness and specificity by the lawmakers?  While I have not read the actual legal text of the new 
Massachusetts flavor ban, articles describe the ban in terms such as “any flavored tobacco product” and 
“nicotine-based e-cigarettes”.  I would argue, how can something be included in this ban that contains no 
nicotine or tobacco?  The temporary RI ban refers to “flavored vaping products”, which would seem to include 
nicotine-free juice.  But why include them in the ban, when they do not contain any of the substances which 
are currently known to be dangerous?  Under any new RI permanent flavored e-cigarette ban, I would strongly 
urge lawmakers to include an exception for any flavored juice that is nicotine-free. 
  
Once again, I ask you to question what the goal of this proposed flavor ban would be?  If it’s to prevent the 
recent epidemic of lung injury, I would argue that it’s not the flavors that are causing the damage, and 
therefore allowing tobacco or menthol flavored vapes to continue being sold solves nothing.  If it’s to curb the 
teen vaping epidemic, I would argue that banning flavors will only send them and former smokers back to 
traditional cigarettes (or worse the black market), which is a step backwards.  If you truly believe that vaping is 
not a “safer” alternative to traditional smoking, then do some research.  Provide actual data as to which 
chemicals are more harmful, BEFORE creating an arbitrary ban on substances that you don’t currently 
understand and pushing smokers back to something that you KNOW is dangerous.  But until then, please don’t 
allow yourselves to be fooled by Big Tobacco into automatically rejecting the idea of vaping as a “better” 
alternative to smoking cigarettes, just because a few people recently died from presumably black-market THC-
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based vapes.  A lot more people have died from smoking cigarettes over the years, and flavored vapes are the 
best way to convince people to make the switch from traditional cigarettes, or to never start smoking them in 
the first place.  You should only ban flavored vape products if the goal is to increase Big Tobacco’s stake in the 
smoking industry (especially with the youth where they’ve been losing ground recently), put small vape 
companies out of business (as they may lose up to 80% of revenue without flavors), or increase the risk to 
smokers (by sending them into the far more dangerous black market to get their flavors) - because those are 
the only effects that a such a ban will realistically produce.  The logical arguments for a flavor ban simply don’t 
exist. 
  
I understand the concerns about teen smoking, but I would remind you that this problem is not new with the 
advent of vaping or flavors.  I would argue that the best way to curb teen smoking is to educate them and give 
them a less dangerous alternative.  This is the 0% nicotine vape.  Why isn’t this option being more widely 
discussed and encouraged for teen smokers?  With the legal smoking age being increased to 21 years, and 18-
20 year-old smokers being left out in the cold, why not offer them 0% nicotine juice as their ONLY option while 
under 21?  Or perhaps require that all flavored e-juice be nicotine-free?  This way, teens will start out nicotine-
free, and hopefully never move on to using or becoming addicted to nicotine.  I also understand that Juul, the 
most popular vape among teenagers today, does not currently make a 0% nicotine option.  Instead of banning 
their flavors while allowing them to continue selling tobacco or menthol flavored cartridges, wouldn’t it make 
more sense to instead consider banning companies like Juul from selling their vape products in the state at all, 
unless they provide a 0% nicotine strength in each flavor variety? 
  
Or how about this novel idea – tackle the problem head on by figuring out how teens are illegally obtaining 
vape products, and cracking down on the distribution failure rather than banning the entire product 
line.  When I was a teen it was typically convenience stores and gas stations that simply didn’t bother to check 
our IDs, more-so than any adults buying them for the black market or their underage friends.  These days I’d 
probably be most worried about online sales being shipped in from out of state, but it’s certainly not the small 
vape businesses who check every customer ID and sell mostly e-juice bottles rather than pre-filled pods or 
cartridges.  Why not consider banning pre-filled pods and cartridges from being sold at convenience stores 
and the like, without putting small vape shops who cater to adults out of business?  Unlike a flavor ban, these 
are a few logical measures that might possibly have some positive impact on the teen smoking epidemic. 
  
Finally, I would like to bring attention to another as-of-yet-unmentioned topic related to the flavor ban: 
UNFLAVORED juice.  Are these allowed under the current flavor bans or not?  How can you allow for tobacco 
or menthol flavored juices, but not ones without any flavor at all?  Granted, I’m not sure that anyone is 
currently producing non-flavored juice, and why would they before now?  With nearly every flavor imaginable, 
I think just about anyone could find some flavor that they enjoy more than none at all.  But if tobacco and 
menthol were to become our only choices, I think that would change for a large number of vapers.  I 
personally would go back to smoking Ultra Lights cigarettes before vaping that disgusting tobacco flavored 
juice ever again.  But until these flavor bans started popping up, I used to say that I was never going back to 
cigarettes. 
  
In conclusion, please don’t assume that all current or former cigarette smokers enjoy the taste of tobacco or 
menthol, or that we would prefer them to no flavor at all.  If you insist on banning flavored vape products, I 
beg you to include in your new law the explicit ability for juices with NO-flavor to be sold legally alongside the 
tobacco and/or menthol flavored juice.  Also please strongly consider the ability for nicotine-FREE flavored 
juices to continue to be sold legally, since most current research shows these to be the “least harmful” 
method of smoking and the best chance at preventing tobacco and nicotine use among teens.  Also please 
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consider only banning the pre-filled flavored pods and cartridges which are most popular with teens, while 
allowing the law-abiding vape shops to remain financially viable by continuing to sell flavored e-juice bottles. 
  
Sincerely, a concerned former smoker, now worried about returning to cigarettes due to a lack of flavor 
ability…. 
  
Erika Hart 


